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This report provides background information on small vehicle‟s perforated 
disc brake which is subjected to high frictional force during braking. This frictional 
action will consequently converts the car‟s kinetic energy into thermal energy in 
order to slow the car down. On the other hand, the thermal energy will be the source 
of thermal stresses in the perforated disc brake. The objectives of this project are to 
analyze and simulate three dimensional temperature and thermal stresses 
distribution within the perforated disc brake and to analyze the effect of having 
perforated holes by comparing the results with a non-perforated disc brake. The 
methodologies used in achieving these objectives are through numerical calculation 
and finite elements analysis by ANSYS. The temperature distributions obtain from 
the simulation show that maximum temperature produced by perforated and non 
perforated disc brakes is almost the same but perforated holes in perforated disc 
brake contributed to better temperature distribution within its cross section, giving 
better cooling effect. While for the thermal stress distribution, the generated Von 
Mises stress for perforated disc brake is lower than non perforated disc brake but 
high magnitude of Von Mises stress exists around the perforated holes. 
Furthermore, overall top surface Von Mises stress distribution shows that 
perforated disc brake has better stress distribution with extra lower stress region. 
Thus, it can be concluded through this project that perforated disc brake is better in 
increasing the performance of vehicle but the weighting are between high stress 
concentration at the perforated zones and better cooling ability as compared to 
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
Braking system in a vehicle is one of the most crucial components because apart 
from functioning as a mechanism to slow down the vehicle, it also affects the 
handling and safety performance of the vehicle. Two main components of the brake 
are the pad and the disc brake. The pad is essentially a piece of slim frictional 
material used to create a rubbing force against the disc brake surface in order to 
convert the vehicle‟s kinetic energy into thermal energy to slow and ultimately stops 
the vehicle. Furthermore, disc brake is being used to dissipate thermal heat produced 
during braking by providing sufficient surface for thermal convection and radiation. 
In sudden braking condition, high thermal heat is generated from the frictional force 
between the pad and disc brake. Thus, the materials used for both of these 
components have to be able to sustain high temperature without any failure. In the 
market, commonly used raw material for the disk brake is cast iron because it has  
high melting temperature of 1200 °C, easy to manufacture and relatively cheaper 
than other materials such as carbon disc.  
 
As most of the generated thermal heat will be transferred to the disc brake, it 
will then functions as a small heat sink reservoir. In cases such as emergency 
braking, the disc brake might not be able to accumulate an infinite quantity of heat 
generated from continuous braking. Thus, the heat needs to be dissipated by having a 
good circulation of air which will be heated up when it is in contact with the hot 
surface of the disc and this keeps the disc brake from severe temperature that 
contributes to mechanical failure, or cracking.  In order to increase the efficiency of 
heat dissipation from the disc brake, some disc brakes are vented by connecting 
“bridges” between two disc brakes to allow air flow in between them. Therefore, by 
having larger in contact surface with the air, heat is dissipated more effectively. 













  Figure 1.1: Single Plate Disc Brake                    Figure 1.2: Ventilated Disc Brake 
 
As for high performance vehicles such as racing car, conventional disc brake 
may not be sufficient enough in dissipating high generated heat, because of this 
perforated disc brake is being used instant of conventional disc brake. Perforated disc 
brake is also known as high performance or drilled disc brake as shown in Figure 1.3 
below. Furthermore, perforated disc is commonly used in high performance vehicles 
due to its higher braking power especially during high speed travelling. But 
associated problem is that the brake pads will outgas and create boundary layer of 
gas between the pad and the disc if it is under use, hurting braking performance. Due 
to that, perforations are created to provide the gas someplace to escape. Although 
modern brake pads seldom suffer from out gassing problems, water residue may also 
build up after a vehicle passes through a puddle and impede braking performance.  
 
However, perforated discs do have positive effect in wet condition because 
the perforated holes prevent a film of water building up between the disc and the 
pads as explained in Wikipedia.org [1]. Besides, the drilled holes also give more bite 
and allow air current (eddies) to blow through the disc brake to assist cooling and 
ventilating air so that more heat can be release by the disc surface onto the air as 







                                          Figure 1.3: Perforated Disc Brake 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Light vehicle‟s disc brake experiences high temperature and forces especially 
during severe braking condition. Under such condition, the disc brake‟s surface 
temperature is much higher than its internal temperature due to the contact between 
the disc surface and the pad. This thermal shock due to the fast surge in temperature 
will contribute to the creation of thermal stress from uneven expansion of the disc 
brake between its surface volume and internal volume after a large number of 
cycles. These cycles of thermal stress arose from the braking may induce a number 
of unfavorable conditions such as material fatigue, surface cracking and permanent 
distortions. Ji-Hoon and In Lee [3] explained that frictional heating, thermal 
deformation and elastic contact in sliding contact systems affect the contact 
pressure and temperature on friction surfaces. These coupled thermal and 
mechanical behaviors can be unstable and lead to localized high temperature 
contact regions known as “hot spot” if the sliding speed is extremely high. These 
hot spots can cause material damage and ultimately thermal crack. Cracks are very 
much a big concern to the driver because they affect not only the braking 
performance of the vehicle but will also lead to braking failure.  
 
For perforated disc brake, it poses a major setback in its application due to 
higher chance of cracking because the perforated holes are a source of stress cracks 
or zones with larger concentration of thermal stress under severe conditions as shown 
in Figure 1.4. According to www.carbibles.com [4], the drilling or perforation 
weakens the rotors and typically results in micro fractures to the rotor. The 
significant of this project is to carry out analysis on stresses arose due to high 
temperature or better known as thermal stresses and to examine how the perforation 
on the disc brake affects its performance. Furthermore, this project will verify the 
claim that the perforated holes are the main cause of cracking due to high 
concentration of stress around the perforated holes.  
 
 
     





The objectives of this project are stated as below: 
1. To analyze and simulate three dimensional temperature and thermal stress 
distribution in a perforated brake disc of small vehicle during braking using 
ANSYS.  
2. To compare the temperature and thermal stress distribution between 
perforated and non-perforated brake disc. 
 
 
1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY 
In this project, a pair of perforated and non-perforated disc brakes and brake pads 
will be considered for further analysis as per stated in the objectives. It involves the 
contact between the brake pad and disc brake to create sufficient frictional force in 
order to slow the wheel. Thermal stresses arise due to this high frictional force and 
temperature. So it is important to perform the analysis on thermal stress as stress will 
ultimately leads to thermal cracking of the disc brake and stress analysis is one of the 
crucial aspects in designing sliding contact systems.  
In the analysis, the pressure distribution imposed by the brake pad onto the 
disc brake is assumed to be uniform throughout the contact area for the ease of 
analysis and also it is assumed that the frictional heat flux at the contact area is 
constant along the surface. Besides, this project involved a lot of applications and 
knowledge from various mechanical engineering fields of thermodynamic, finite 














There are three types of mechanical stresses subjected by the disc brake as shown in 
Figure 2.1. The first one is the traction force created by the centrifugal effect due to 
the rotational of the disc brake when the wheel is rotating and no braking force is 
applied to the disc. During braking operation, there are another two additional forces 
experienced by the disc brake. Firstly, compression force is created as the result of 
the force exerted by the brake pad pressing perpendicular onto the surface of the disc 
to slow it down. Secondly, the braking action due to the rubbing of the brake pad 
against the surface of the disc brake is translated into frictional or traction force on 
the disc surface which acts in the opposite direction of the disc rotation. It is due to 
this frictional force that heat is generated, increases the temperature of the disc brake 
and contributes to the rise of thermal stresses. Thermal stresses will exist in a 





                 Figure 2.1: Mechanical Stresses on Disc Brake 
The different in temperatures produces different expansions and subject 
materials to internal stress. Mohd Adam (2009, p.5) [5] points out that the major 
sources of thermal stress are restrained thermal expansion or contraction and 
temperature gradient established during heating or cooling process. The thermal 
stress which developed if a structure or material is completely constrained is the 
product of the coefficient of linear expansion (α), the temperature change (ΔT) and 
Young's modulus (E) for the material where the relationship is given by: 
                                                            






As referring to Robert W. Soutas-Little (1999, p. 78-80) [6], the effect of 
temperature change can be introduced into the theory of elasticity by examining the 
strain energy function, W which is based on Hooke‟s Law. For a hyperelastic 
material, a strain energy function W is assumed to exist, with property of: 
   =                    (2-2) 
The existence of this function can be shown to place symmetry constraints on the 
constants involved in the generalized Hooke‟s Law.   
   =                      (2-3) 
If the material obeys Hooke‟s law, the stain energy function can be written as: 
   W=                       (2-4) 
In accounting the effect of temperature change in the theory of elasticity, W is 
assumed to be in the form of a power series expansion in strain, giving: 
  W = + +   + ….                   (2-5) 
The stress tensor may be related to the strain tensor by the relationship of: 
                             =  = +                     (2-6) 
The second term leads to the generalized Hooke‟s law and the first term implies that 
stresses may present in a body which is in a state of zero strain where such stresses 
may arise if a liner expansion occurs due to temperature changes. The simplest 
assumption is to assume that is linearly proportional to the temperature change 
(T- ) and equal in all directions for isotropic material: 
     = - α (3λ+2μ) (T-                  (2-7) 
where α is coefficient of linear thermal expansion. 
 
The stress-strain relation then becomes: 
 = λ  + 2μ  – α (3λ+2μ) (T-                 (2-8) 
 
Above equation is known as the Duhamel – Neumann generalization of Hooke‟s law. 
The thermal strain equation can be obtained by adding a thermal expansion term to 
the strain equation: 
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  =  [ -   ] + α (T-                 (2-9) 
 
According to D.J. Kim, Y.M. Lee, J.S. Park
 
and C.S. Seok (2008, p. 456-459) 
[7], thermal stresses are generated by the cyclic frictional heat and thermal fatigue 
cracks are generated by the thermal stress on a frictional plate. Therefore, in order to 
secure the braking stability and to improve the fatigue life of a disk brake, it is 
necessary to research the thermal stress on a disk brake. Furthermore, J.H. Choi and 
I. Lee (2004, p. 47–58) [3] mentioned that thermal stresses due to high temperatures 
may induce a number of unfavorable conditions such as surface cracks and 
permanent distortions. Frictional heating, thermal deformation and elastic contact in 
sliding contact systems affect the contact pressure and temperature on the friction 
surfaces. Based on journey by Thomas J. Mackin and group (2002, p.63-76) [8], 
thermal cracking in disc brake rotors is a low cycle thermo-mechanical fatigue 
problem and there are three ways to eliminate thermal cracking in brake rotors: (1) 
increase the yield and fatigue strength of the rotor material; (2) decrease the braking 
temperatures; and/or (3) re-design the hub–rotor unit to eliminate constraint stresses. 
 
Although the perforated holes are initially designed to provide better grip to 
the disc brake and increases its frictional property, the holes themselves might appear 
to be the localized high temperature contact area. This area will experiences higher 
metal fatigue and initiates the thermal crack. Further analysis by using finite element 
method will be used to compute the temperature and thermal stresses distribution on 
the surface of the perforated disc brake. Finite element method is known as a 
powerful tool for many engineering simulations was widely used to compute the 
distributions of thermal elastic, elastic–plastic, residual stresses and thermal stresses 
and finite element method is a numerical technique for finding approximate solutions 
of partial differential equations as well as of integral equations as described in 
Wikipedia.com [9]. For this reason, ANSYS, a general purpose code, was preferred 
in the analysis of the thermal stress problem. Moreover, finite element solution to be 
carried out by ANSYS will divides the modeled three dimension disc brake volume 
into smaller elements and nodes by mesh generation process to evaluate the thermal 








The three dimensional model of disc brake will be modeled by using computer 
design software from CATIA. This model can be further analyzed by performing 
finite element analysis method with the help of engineering software ANSYS capable 
of running the simulation and analysis for required conditions. Firstly, calculated heat 
flux generation will be applied to the disc brake model with the help of ANSYS to 
investigate the resulting temperature distribution. Next, the acquired heat distribution 
will be use as the input to further investigating the corresponding thermal stresses on 
the disc brake. The methodology used is presented in Figure 3.1 below. Please refer 















Figure 3.1: Methodology 
Calculation, Analysis and Simulation: 
(a) CAD modeling by CATIA 
(b) Initial calculations  
     - Heat flux and energy 
     - Disc angular velocity 
     - Number of step load 
(c) Temperature distribution 
(d) Thermal stress distribution  
      by ANSYS  
YES 
NO 
Recommendations and Discussion 
Result and Discussion 








3.2 DATA GATHERING 
3.2.1 Vehicle Specifications 
 
Table 3.1 contains the vehicle‟s specifications that are used in the analysis. Please 
refer to Appendix A for the full calculations of each vehicle‟s specification.  
 
 
Table 3.1: Vehicle Specifications 
No. Parameter Specification 
1 Engine capacity 2.4 liter (2400 cc) 
2 Maximum car weight 1950kg 
3 Front and rear axle weight rating  a) Front gross axle weight rating: 
1060kg 
b) Rear gross axle weight rating: 
915kg 
4 Weight ratio 
a) Front ratio =  = 0.54 
b) Rear ratio =  = 0.46 
5 Considering maximum car weight 
for analysis 
1950kg 
6 Front and rear wheel applied 
weight 
Front wheel applied weight = 1053kg 
Rear wheel applied weight = 897kg 
7 Weight applied  on each disc 
brake surface (heavier weight 
applied to front wheel is 
considered) 
263.25 kg 









3.2.2 Disc Brake and Brake Pad Specifications 
 
Actual disc brake dimensions and specifications are obtained for further analysis in 
order to ensure that the result for temperature and thermal stresses distribution is as 
close to the real application condition as possible. The specifications for disc brake 
and brake pad are shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 as following. Besides, the 
material of the disc brake is of Grey Cast Iron (ASTM A48) and its properties are 











No. Parameter Dimension (mm) 
1 Outer diameter 328 
2 Inner diameter 220 
3 Individual disc 
thickness 
5.75 
4 Ventilation thickness 16.0 
5 Ventilation wide 6.0 
6 Perforation diameter 8.0 
No. Parameter Dimension (mm) 
1 Thickness 17.5 
2 Total length 186 
3 Height 52.5 
No. Property Value 
1 Specific heat, Cp 544 J/kgºC 
2 Thermal conductivity, k 55 W/mºC 
3 Density, ρ 7150kg/  
4 Coefficient of convection 50 W/ ºC 
5 Coefficient of thermal expansion, α 11.8 x  º/  
6 Young‟s modulus of elasticity, E 9.239 x  Pa 





Table 3.2 Disc Brake Specifications 
Table 3.3 Brake Pad Specifications 
Table 3.4: Properties of Grey Cast Iron (ASTM A48) 
Figure 3.3 Brake Pad                               
 
Figure 3.2 Perforated Disc Brake 
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3.3 DISC BRAKE DYNAMIC AND HEAT ANALYSIS 
 
In this analysis, several assumptions and conditions are set to simplify the analysis 
and calculation as following: 
 
 During the vehicle deceleration, the disc brake is assumed to be stationary 
while the brake pad rotates in counter-clockwise direction around it. 
 Uniform pressure distribution by the brake pad onto the disc brake surface. 
 Since a ventilated disc brake is being used as the sample with one side of the 
disc plate is asymmetrical to the other side, only one side of the disc plate is 
used in the analysis. 
 The vehicle kinetic energy is 100% converted to heat energy with 95% of 
the total heat being absorbed by the disc while another 5% by the brake pad. 
 Force distributed on one disc brake is equal to the total frictional force 
applied on the rubbing surface.  
 Constant deceleration of the vehicle from initial speed of 150km/hr to 
stopping at 0.7 Gravity. 
 
       Based on the initial conditions and assumptions made, the value of the heat 
flux and time interval of each pad rotational movement or step are calculated to be 
set as input for ANSYS simulation. In the calculation, first of all the total stopping 
time and travelled distance is determined from the initial vehicle condition. Next, 
the disc brake initial angular velocity and acceleration is obtained to calculate the 
initial angular velocity of the next brake pad rotational movement. Then, the time 
interval between two pad rotational positions is calculated followed by the heat 
absorbed by the disc brake based on the vehicle kinetic energy calculation. Finally, 
the heat flux or heat transfer per unit area is obtained. These calculations will 
continue until the angular velocity of the rotating brake pad reached 0 rad/s. An 
example of the calculation is shown in Appendix B for the first brake pad 
movement and the following calculations till the final movement of brake pad is 





3.3.1 Justification of Selected Parameter for Analysis Condition 
 
In the analysis of the thermal stresses that arise within the vehicle‟s disc brake due 
to the braking mechanism, it is assumed that the constant deceleration experienced 
by the vehicle prior to stopping to be of 0.7 gravity. Throughout the analysis in this 
project, the parameters chosen including the dimensions of disc brake and brake 
pad, vehicle specifications and also the vehicle operating conditions are referred to 
the real available parameters in order to ensure the accuracy of the analysis to be as 
close to the real working conditions. This also includes the optimum choice of the 
vehicle constant deceleration of 0.7 gravity based on the maximum braking 
specification of the selected vehicle model to create a worst case braking scenario 
in order to study the maximum effect of braking on the development of thermal 
stresses. The justification of the chosen constant deceleration value can be referred 
to the following estimation. 
 
Maximum deceleration capability of vehicle obtained from two testing sources: 
 
i. Testing one (referred to www.carwale.com/Research) 
Minimum vehicle stopping distance = 52.87m, initial speed at 100km/hr. 
= +2 a s 
= +2 a (52.87m) 
a = -7.2972 m/  
in gravity fraction =  = 0.744 gravity 
ii. Testing Two (referred to http://productsearch.rediff.com/productdetail) 
Minimum vehicle stopping distance = 49.10m, initial speed at 100km/hr. 
= +2 a s 
= +2 a (49.10m) 
a = -7.875 m/  
in gravity fraction =  = 0.80 gravity 
 
Thus, from the analysis, vehicle‟s constant deceleration is justified by choosing 
value of 0.7gravity as the initial condition input because this value is slightly lower 
than the maximum deceleration that this vehicle can achieve in reality. 
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3.3.2 Dynamic and Heat Energy Analysis 
 
From the dynamic calculation of the brake pad rotational movements around the 
disc brake until it stopped, an angular velocity versus time graph is plotted as 
shown in Figure 3.4 below. It shows the time taken by the vehicle starting with the 
initial angular velocity of the brake pad at 126.66 rad/s decreasing to 0 rad/s in 6.01 
seconds. In other word, this is the time taken for complete conversion of the 
vehicle‟s kinetic energy into heat energy by the first law of thermodynamics. 
Furthermore, from the dynamic calculation, the brake pad experienced 367 
rotational steps before it came to complete stop. Also from the graph, the angular 
velocity of the brake pad is decreasing linearly with time due to the constant 
deceleration of the vehicle at 0.7 Gravity. 
   
  
  
 As the vehicle kinetic energy decrease due to the decreasing vehicle speed, 
heat energy is slowly building up from the conversion of the kinetic energy to heat 
energy by the frictional force between the surfaces of disc brake and pad.  In this 
analysis, all the kinetic energy is assumed to be converted into heat energy with 
95% of it is absorbed by the disc brake and another 5% by the brake pad. Following 
Figure 3.5 shown the graph of accumulative heat energy versus the time taken by 
the vehicle to stop. The plotted curve gave a parabolic response with moderate 
increase of the heat energy generation at the beginning and decreases with time 



























Angular velocity vs time








3.3.3 Heat Flux Generation 
Heat flux is the measurement of heat transfer per unit area. It is the amount of heat 
absorbed by the disc brake surface per unit time and Figure 3.6 shown the 
corresponding heat flux versus time graph from the start of the braking force 
application of the pad onto the disc until the disc stopped rotating. The graph shown 
the highest heat flux value of 9226731.6 KW/ at the beginning of the analysis 
due to the higher angular velocity of the disc brake at that moment, and heat flux 






















































Heat flux vs time
Figure 3.5: Accumulative Heat Energy versus Time 
 




3.4 DISC BRAKE MODELING 
 
The three dimensional model of the disc brake is generated by using CATIA, a 
computer aided design software according to the specific disc brake dimensions. 
For the thermal stresses analysis, only one plate of the disc brake will be used 
because both disc plates are asymmetrical to each other and assumption is being 
made that both sides of the disc plate experience same amount of force by the brake 
pad and thus having the same temperature distribution allowing asymmetric 
analysis. In order to ensure that the analysis results are as accurate as the real 
condition, the vents which connect two disc plates together are also included into 
the modeled disc brake.  
 
This model is transferred to ANSYS for finite element analysis where heat 
flux will be applied on one side of this disc brake as the brake pad rotates around 
the disc. The heat flux is transfer to the surface of the disc brake according to the 
rotary position of the pad and the brake pad covers 60° of the disc brake surface 
area at a time. Thus, the area covered by the pad will  experiences the transfer of 
heat flux to the surface while leaving the rest of 300° without any heat flux 
application but convection to the surrounding. Furthermore, there will be no heat 
transfer at the surface of the sliced vents where an adiabatic condition is assumed. 
In order for 60° covered area to be selected in the ANSYS for heat flux application, 
the disc brake models have been divided into 6 individual parts in the CATIA and 
are glued into one single volume in ANSYS. 
 
In order for comparisons to be made between perforated and non-perforated 
disc brakes, both types of disc brakes are being modeled and similar tests of 
temperature and thermal stresses distribution are carried out in order to investigate 
the trend for each disc brake and further conclude on how perforation will affects 
the performance of the disc brake and the vehicle in general. The non-perforated 
disc brake model is modified based on the dimensions of perforated disc brake with 
the different in the absence of perforation holes. The isometric, top and bottom 
views of the modeled perforated disc brake volume are shown is Figure 3.7, 3.8 and 
3.9 respectively while the isometric, top and bottom views of the modeled non-


























Figure 3.7: Isometric View of Perforated Disc Brake 
 
Figure 3.8: Top View of Perforated Disc 
Brake 
 
Figure 3.9: Bottom View of Perforated Disc Brake 
 
Figure 3.10: Isometric View of Non-Perforated 
Disc Brake 
 
Figure 3.12: Bottom View of Non-Perforated Disc 
Brake 
 




3.5 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
 
Finite element analysis is the best method that can be used in this project to 
investigate the behaviors of thermal stresses of the disc brake. This is because finite 
element method is a good choice for solving partial differential equations over 
complicated shapes or subjects such as the perforated disc brake, where the subject 
will reacts with changes in its physical properties. Besides, finite element method 
allows precise simulation and computation over the entire body of the subjects. In the 
investigations of the disc brake behaviors under the influences of heat flux, the 
modeled disc brakes are meshed by using the ANSYS software to prepare them for 
finite element analysis by dividing the model volume into smaller elements.  
 
Since the simulation is being carried out with the use of three dimensional 
models, element type of SOLID 87 is chosen to give the best meshing attributes to 
the disc brake and the material properties are defined as the properties of grey cast 
iron in shown in Table 3.4. This is because the quality of the volume meshing will 
directly affects the accuracy of the finite element simulation results. While for the 
analysis of thermal stress, element type of BRICK SOLID 186 is chosen. Both the 
volumes of perforated and non-perforated disc brakes are meshed in ANSYS with 
39747 elements and 35986 elements generated for perforated and non-perforated disc 
brake respectively. The meshing patterns of the perforated and non perforated disc 














































Figure 3.14: Detailed view of Perforated Disc Brake Meshing 
 
Figure 3.15: Cross Section view of Perforated Disc Brake Meshing 
 

































           Figure 3.16: Isometric view of Non-Perforated Disc Brake Meshing 
 
           Figure 3.17: Detailed view of Non-Perforated Disc Brake Meshing 
 




3.6 SIMULATION INITIAL CONDITIONS AND PARAMETERS 
 
Before simulation processes can be run to test the disc brakes, there are few initial 
conditions and parameters that need to be defined on the finite element volumes, 
some of the parameters and assumption made are: 
 Initial temperature of the disc brake volume is 30°C. 
 Ambient temperature is taken to be 25°C room temperature. 
 Coefficient of convection is 50 W/ ºC. 
 The bottom surface of the ventilation joints (vents) is assumed to be adiabatic. 
 Heat flux applied to the disc brake‟s surface is uniform throughout the area. 
 No constrain will be defined for the disc brake on the temperature distribution 
analysis but for thermal stress and thermal expansion analysis, constrain is 
defined at the inner diameter surface of the disc brake. 
 
As calculated in the disc brake kinetic calculation section, there are 367 
thermal load steps before the disc brake come to complete stop. Since the pad only 
covers an area of 60° from the whole disc brake area, there will be 367 rotating 
motion of the break pad with each pad position having different values of heat flux 
and time interval as per calculated. On the other hand, for area which is not covered 
by the pad, cooling process through heat convection will take place. Each thermal 
load step will be solved by ANSYS simulation for temperature distribution analysis 
and the result from the previous load step will be used as the initial condition input 
for the next thermal load step. Next, for thermal stress analysis, the generated 
temperature distribution will be used as the input for their analysis. This process will 
be repeated for 367 times until the pad stops.  
 
Since the finite element analysis using ANSYS requires 367 moving load 
steps to be defined and being fed as inputs, ANSYS command language is generated 
using C++ programming software in order to simplify these steps. Besides, this 
method allow correction to be make onto the command language without having to 
repeat the whole input defining process manually and it saves time. The example of 
the written programming codes in generating ANSYS command language is shown 
in Appendix D. The total simulation time is 5.99 s. 
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           Figure 4.2: Temperature History at Nodes A, B, C & D (Non-Perforated Disc Brake) 
 
           Figure 4.1: Temperature History at Nodes A, B & C (Perforated Disc Brake) 
 
CHAPTER 4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 DISC BRAKE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
 
Disc brake surface and body temperature increases due to the heat flux generated by 
the frictional contact with the brake pad.  In order to investigate the increase of disc 
brake temperature at different thickness, four nodes labeled as A, B, C and D have 
been chosen along its thickness. Node A is situated at the contact surface between the 
disc and the pad while node D is situated at its bottom surface with node B and C 
come in between. The plotted nodes temperatures again the running time of 5.99 s for 



































  For both perforated and non perforated disc brake, the temperature is highest 
at node A because node A located at the frictional surface between the pad and disc 
brake where heat flux is at its maximum. The fluctuation of temperature throughout 
the analysis time is due to the repeating heating (heat flux) and cooling (convection) 
processes at the disc brake‟s surface. This fluctuating pattern shows similarity to the 
fluctuating surface temperature of disc brake in the research done by C.H. Gao & 
X.Z. Lin [10]. Furthermore, the fluctuating pattern is more obvious for node A 
because this node is situated at the surface which experienced thermal convection 
with the chance to release greater amount of heat compared to other nodes position. 
By referring to Figure 4.1 above, the highest temperature achieved by the perforated 
disc brake is 256.4 °C at time 4.722 of node A. While the highest temperature 
achieved by node B and C are 233.8 °C and 231.2 °C respectively. The temperature 
of node B and C are lower than node A because they are situated further from 
thermal source which is the heat flux generated by the frictional surface. 
 
 By referring to Figure 4.2, the highest temperature achieved by the non -
perforated disc brake is 256.4 °C at time 4.686 seconds of node A. While the highest 
temperature achieved by node B, C and D are 233.7 °C, 231.9 °C and 231.2 °C 
respectively. By comparing both disc brakes, the maximum temperature produced is 
almost the same which can be verified by referring to the experiment by M.Eltoukhy 
[11] regarding simulation of heat generation problem. Thus attention will be further 













4.1.1 Temperature Distribution along Frictional Surface 
 
Temperature distribution can also be investigated by looking into its distribution 
along the frictional surface between disc brake and brake pad. Figure 4.3 shows the 
A – A‟ path along the radial distance of the disc brake‟s surface. This path is selected 
along the surface of solid cross section for the perforated disc brake. The temperature 
at different time during the simulation period is recorded in order to investigate the 
temperature distribution at these particular times. Temperature distribution along the 
frictional surface for perforated disc brake is shown in Figure 4.4 and non perforated 
disc brake in Figure 4.5. The temperature distribution along the surface increases 
with the time until a maximum value at time just before the end of simulation period. 






Figure 4.3: A – A‟ Path along the Radial Distance of Disc Brake 
 
 



































Figure 4.5: Temperature Distribution along Path A – A‟ for Non Perforated Disc 
Brake at Different times 
 
 
A more detailed temperature distributions are obtained by specifying path A – 
A‟, B – B‟ and C – C‟ which are the paths along the disc brake‟s surface, mid way 
along of disc brake‟s thickness and along bottom of the disc brake respectively as 
shown in Figure 4.6. Further comparison is made for both disc brakes at the time 
where the temperature reached its maximum for both cases, 4.72 seconds for 
perforated disc and 4.68 seconds for non perforated disc as shown in Figure 4.7. 
 
 The plotted temperature distribution curves show that the distribution 
patterns for all three paths for perforated and non perforated discs are almost the 
same pattern with small decrease in temperature at the outer radial distance. This is 
largely because they are all situated perpendicular to the heat source with path A – A‟ 
received the highest magnitude of frictional heat flux at the surface followed by path 
B – B‟ and path C – C‟, which explain why the temperature distribution for path A – 
A‟ is the highest, path C – C‟ the lowest and path B – B‟ comes in between. Through 
the comparison of temperature distribution for perforated and non perforated disc 







































Figure 4.7: Temperature Distribution along Path A-A‟, B-B‟ and C-C‟ for Perforated 


















































           Figure 4.8: Cross Section Temperature Distribution (Perforated Disc Brake), Time 5.99s 
 
           Figure 4.9: Cross Section Temperature Distribution (Non Perforated Disc Brake), Time 5.99s 
 
4.1.2 Temperature Distribution across the Cross Section 
 
Temperature distribution within the disc brake body is analyzed by creating a slicing 
plane along the perforated holes to compare the temperature distribution between 
perforated and non perforated disc brake. Figure 4.8 and 4.9 illustrate how the 
temperature is being produced and distributed at the end of braking process, after 





 Both Figure 4.8 and 4.9 provide a better illustration of temperature 
distribution across the disc brake and by comparing both disc brakes, the perforated 
disc seen to provide better results as far as the temperature distribution is concerned 
as compared to non perforated disc. Although earlier analysis shown that the 
maximum temperature produced by both disc brakes is almost the same, the 
temperature distribution varies for both disc brake. Figure 4.8 shows that perforated 
holes contributed to better temperature distribution by having less red to yellow 
colored region within its cross section, giving better cooling effect although the 
maximum temperature is the same for both cases. Refer to Figures 4.10 and 4.11 
from Section 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2 respectively for cross section temperature 



























Figure 4.10: Temperature Distribution across Cross Section for Perforated Disc at 
Different Set of Time 
(a) Time =.51814 s 
(b) Time =1.09 s 
(c) Time =1.736 s 
(d) Time =2.498 s 
(e) Time =4.2 s 
(f) Time =5.99 s 
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Figure 4.11: Temperature Distribution across Cross Section for Non Perforated Disc 
at Different Set of Time 
(b) Time =1.09 s 
(c) Time =1.736 s 
(d) Time =2.498 s 
(e) Time =4.2 s 
(f) Time =5.99 s 
(a) Time =.51814 s 
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           Figure 4.12: Top Surface Temperature Distribution, Time 5.99s 
 
(b)Non Perforated Disc Brake 
 
(a) Perforated Disc Brake 
 
 
             4.1.3 Temperature Contour 
  
Another interesting observation is the overall surface temperature distribution of both 
disc brakes. It gives a bigger picture of the effects of perforation on the temperature 
distribution. Figure 4.12 below shows the top surface temperature distribution at time 
5.99 seconds. Refer to Appendix E for temperature distribution (disc brake‟s top 
view) in various braking period. 
  
   
  
  The overall top surface temperature distribution also shows that the 
perforated disc brake has better temperature distribution because it has less high 
temperature region (red colored) over the whole surface as compared to non 
perforated disc brake. And it is noticed that the high temperature regions 
concentrated around the outer parameter of both disc brakes. Besides, it can also be 
concluded that the vents connecting two disc plates for ventilated disc brake 
eventually helped in the cooling process of the disc brake as shown Figure 4.13. The 
vents (blue colored regions) provide larger surface area for heat convection to the 




(b)Non Perforated Disc Brake 
 
(a) Perforated Disc Brake 
 
























           Figure 4.15: Von Mises Thermal Stress History (Perforated Disc Brake) 
 
4.2 DISC BRAKE THERMAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION 
The temperature rise on the contact surface between brake pad and disc brake will 
contribute to the development of thermal stress on the disc brake body. This thermal 
stress arises due to the compression from the forbidden expansion of the disc brake 




         Figure 4.14: Disc Brake Constrained Area 
 
The thermal stress on disc brake surface and body increases due to the 
increase in the temperature caused by absorbed heat flux.  In order to investigate the 
increase of disc brake‟s thermal stress at different thickness of the disc, four nodes 
labeled as A, B, C and D have been chosen along its thickness, similar to temperature 
distribution analysis. Node A is situated at the contact surface between the disc and 
the pad while node D is situated at its bottom surface with node B and C come in 
between. The plotted thermal stress history for perforated and non-perforated disc 
brake are shown in Figure 4.15 and 4.16. 




























   
 
 
For both perforated and non perforated disc brake, the thermal stress is the 
highest at node A because node A is located at the frictional surface between the pad 
and disc brake where heat flux and subsequently temperature rise is at their 
maximum. The fluctuation pattern of thermal stress especially at node A as shown in 
Figure 4.15 and 4.16 is due to the repeating heating (heat flux) and cooling 
(convection) processes at the disc brake‟s surface, which is similar to the fluctuation 
of the node A‟s  temperature in Figure 4.1 and 4.2. This thermal stress fluctuating 
pattern shows similarity to the fluctuation of disc brake surface‟s thermal stress in a 
research done by Pier Francesco Gotowicki, Prof. Vinzenco Nigrelli & their team 
[14]. As the result of frictional action on the disc brake surface, disc brake‟s 
temperature will increase causing the disc brake to expand. But due to the applied 
constrain, stress is developed. Since the inner part of the disc brake surface is 
constrained as shown in Figure 4.14, the material of the disc tends to expand toward 
the outer side of the disc. Thus, Node A will experiences expansion force while node 
D experiences compaction force. 
 
For perforated disc, the highest thermal stress achieved is 470.67 MPa at node 
A, while the highest thermal stress achieved by node B and C are 398.68 MPa and 
429.18 MPa respectively. The thermal stress of node B and C are lower than node A 







Figure 4.17: Isometric View of Perforated Disc 
 
Figure 4.18: Isometric View of Non Perforated Disc 
 
time the thermal stress value for node C increase closing to node A‟s thermal stress 
value due to the increase of the compaction stress at node C. While for the non 
perforated disc brake, the highest thermal stress achieved is 531.14 MPa at node A. 
And the highest thermal stress achieved by node B, C and D are 449.54 MPa, 425.13 
MPa and 480.45 MPa respectively. The thermal stress of node B, C and D are lower 
than node A because they are situated further from thermal source but at the end of 
the braking time the thermal stress value for node D increase closing to node A „s 
thermal stress value due to the increase of the compaction stress at node D. By 
comparing both disc brakes, the maximum thermal stress produced by perforated disc 
brake is lower than the non perforated disc. Thus attention will be further focusing on 
the thermal stress distribution within disc brake body to compare both disc brakes by 
looking at their overall thermal stress distribution instead of at few selected nodes. 
 
4.2.1 Surface Thermal Stress Distribution 
 
Isometric view for the disc brake surface can gives a bigger picture of thermal stress 
distribution as shown in Figure 4.17 and 4.18 below for perforated and non 
perforated disc brakes. Although previous graph show that the highest thermal stress 
for perforated disc brake is 470.67 MPa at surface node near the inner part of the 
disc, isometric view show that the highest thermal stress actually occurred at the 
perforated hole with magnitude of 596 MPa at the end of the braking time. While the 
highest thermal stress value for non perforated disc is 514 MPa at the inner part of 




4.2.2 Thermal Stress Distribution along Frictional Surface 
 
Thermal stress distribution can be investigated by studying its distribution along the 
frictional surface between disc brake and brake pad. Figure 4.19 shows the A-A‟ path 
along the radial distance of the disc brake‟s surface. This path is selected along the 
surface of solid cross section for the perforated disc brake. Thermal stress generated 
at different time during the simulation period is recorded in order to investigate the 
thermal stress distribution at these particular times. Thermal stress distribution along 
the frictional surface for perforated disc brake is shown in Figure 4.20 and non 
perforated disc brake in Figure 4.21. From both figures, the thermal stress 
distribution along the surface increases with the time until a maximum value at time 
just before the end of simulation period. This is due to the increment in the 
accumulated frictional heat flux to the disc brake‟s surface, leading to the increment 





Figure 4.19: A – A‟ Path along the Radial Distance of Disc Brake 
 
 
Figure 4.20: Thermal Stress Distribution along Path A – A‟ for Perforated Disc 










































Figure 4.21: Thermal Stress Distribution along Path A – A‟ for Non Perforated Disc 
Brake at Different Times 
 
A more detailed thermal stress distributions are obtained by specifying path A 
– A‟, B – B‟ and C – C‟ which are the paths along the disc brake‟s surface, mid way 
along of disc brake‟s thickness and along bottom of the disc brake respectively as 
shown in Figure 4.22. These paths are similar to the one specified for temperature 
distribution in Figure 4.6. Further comparison is made for both disc brakes at the 
time when the temperature reached its maximum for both cases, 5.35 seconds for 
perforated disc and 5.29 seconds for non perforated disc as shown in Figure 4.23. 
 
The plotted thermal stress distribution curves show that the distribution 
patterns for all three paths have almost the same pattern for both perforated and non 
perforated disc. This is largely because they are all situated perpendicular to the heat 
source with path A – A‟ received the highest magnitude of frictional heat flux at the 
surface followed by path B – B‟ and path C – C‟, which explain why the thermal 
stress distribution for path A – A‟ is the highest, path C – C‟ the lowest and path B – 
B‟ comes in between. Through the comparison of thermal stress distribution for 
perforated and non perforated disc brake, it can be concluded that the perforated disc 
brake has a generally lower thermal stress distribution as compared to non perforated 















































Figure 4.23: Thermal Stress Distribution along Path A-A‟, B-B‟ and C-C‟ for 

























































Figure 4.25: Cross Section Von Mises Stress (Non Perforated Disc Brake), Time 5.99s 
 
 
4.2.3Thermal Stress Distribution across the Cross Section 
 
Thermal stress distribution within the disc brake body is analyzed by creating a 
slicing plane along the perforated holes to compare the thermal stress distribution 
between perforated and non perforated disc brake. Figure 4.24 and 4.25 illustrate the 
thermal stress distribution at the end of braking process, at 5.99 seconds. 
 
   
 
Figure 4.24: Cross Section Von Mises Stress (Perforated Disc Brake), Time 5.99s 
  
 Although the Von Mises stress generated at perforated disc‟s surface is lower 
than non-perforated disc brake, high magnitude of Von Mises stresses (red colored 
region) are generated around the perforated holes for perforated disc brake as 
illustrated in Figure 4.24 as compared to non perforated disc brake where high 
thermal stress region is situated at the inner part of the disc only. Refer to Figure 4.26 
and 4.27 in Section 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2 respectively for the cross section thermal 





































Figure 4.26: Von Mises Thermal Stress Distribution across Cross Section for 
Perforated Disc at Different Set of Time 
4.2.3.1 Von Mises Thermal Stress Distribution across Cross Section for  
Perforated Disc 
(a) Time= 0.51814 s 
(b) Time = 1.09 s 
(c) Time = 1.736 s 
(d) Time = 2.498 s 
(e) Time = 4.2 s 
(f) Time = 5.991 s 
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Figure 4.27: Von Mises Thermal Stress Distribution across Cross Section for Non 
Perforated Disc at Different Set of Time 
(a) Time = 0.51814 s 
(b) Time = 1.09 s 
(c) Time = 1.736 s 
(d) Time = 2.498 s 
(e) Time = 4.2 s 
(f) Time = 5.991 s 
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4.2.4 Thermal Stress Contour 
 
 Another interesting observation is the surface‟s thermal stress distribution of 
the whole disc brake. It gives a bigger picture of the effects of perforation on the 
thermal stress distribution. Figure 4.28 below shows the top surface‟s thermal stress 
distribution at time 5.99 seconds. Refer to Appendix F for thermal stress distribution 
(disc brake‟s top view) in various braking period. 
 
 
Figure 4.28: Top Surface Thermal Stress Distribution, Time 5.99s 
 
 The overall top surface thermal stress distribution shows that the perforated 
disc brake has better stress distribution with more distribution of lower stress region 
(blue colored) over the whole surface as compared to non perforated disc brake. This 
observation is also true for the bottom surface of both disc brakes where perforated 
disc brake also has better stress distribution with more distribution of lower stress 




























CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This project is critical and practical in analyzing the thermal stresses that arise from 
the high temperature distribution along the perforated brake disc surface, where the 
perforated holes are often referred to as the stress concentration zones that will 
contribute to the cracking of the disc in the end of severe usage. This phenomenon is 
confirmed through the simulation performed on the perforated disc brake in this 
project where the results clearly showed highly concentrated thermal stress exists 
around the area of perforated hole‟s circumference. On the other hand, another 
interesting area of analysis in this project is to investigate the effects of the perforated 
holes to the overall performance of the disc brake. This is done by comparing the 
overall thermal stress distribution between perforated and non perforated disc brake 
where the results show that the perforated disc brake has a better thermal stress 
distribution over the surface and body as compared to non perforated disc brake in 
general. Conclusion can draw that the perforated disc brake is better in increasing the 
performance of the vehicle but the weighting are between the high stress 
concentration at the perforated zones and better cooling ability of the perforated 
brake disc in comparison to the conventional disc brake.  
 
 There are three recommendations for future work expansion related to 
perforated disc brake which can be carry out to further understand the effects of 
having perforated holes under various designs. The recommendations are as 
following: 
 
1. Analyze the effects of different perforated holes patterns on disc brake‟s 
temperature and thermal stress distributions. 
2. Analyze the effects of different density of perforated holes on disc brake‟s 
temperature and thermal stress distributions. 
3. Analyze the effects of different disc brake‟s materials on its temperature and 
thermal stress distributions, such as cast iron, reinforced carbon-carbon and 
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Appendix A. Vehicle Specifications 
 
1) Engine capacity: 2.4 liter (2400 cc) 
2) Vehicle weight: 1465kg 
3) Maximum car weight: 1950kg 
a) Front gross axle weight rating: 1060kg 
b) Rear gross axle weight rating: 915kg 
4) Weight ratio: 
a) Front ratio =  = 0.54 
b) Rear ratio =  = 0.46 
5) Considering maximum car weight for further analysis: 
Car weight = 1950kg 
a) Front wheel applied weight = 1950kg * front weight ratio 
   = 1950kg * 0.54 ≈ 1053kg 
b) Rear wheel applied weight = 1950kg * rear weight ratio 
   = 1950kg * 0.46 ≈ 897kg 
6) Weight applied on each disc brake surface 
a) By taking the weight on a more severe/higher weight side of the vehicle, 
attention is focused to the front wheel applied weight of 1053kg. 
b) There are two brakes at the left and right hand side of the front wheel 
where the applied weight is equally distributed: 
           Weight on one side of the front wheel =  = 526.5 kg 
c) For thermal stress analysis purpose, only one side of the disc brake will be 
considered. (Asymmetrical analysis). Thus, the weight on each disc brake 
surface: 
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Appendix B. Disc Brake Kinetic Calculation 
 
1) Time taken to stop vehicle: 
t =  
 u = 150 km/hr = 41.67m/s 
 v = 0 m/s 
 a = -0.7 Gravity = - 6.867 m/  
 t =   
    = 6.068 s 
 
2) Distance travelled before stopping: 
 = + 2 as 
=  (  
 =  (  
   = 126.43 m  
 
3) Pad contact area: 
Perimeter of disc brake = 2π  
     = 2π (0.164 m) 
     = 1.030 m 
Length of pad = 0.186 m 
Degree of covered area =  x 360 º 
     = 65 º 
 
For simplification of analysis, we take the covered area as 60º 
Thus, pad contact area = [(π ) – (π )] x  
    = [(π ) – (π )] x  









4) Disc initial angular velocity: 
 =  
 
 =  
41.67m/s =   
= 126.66 rad/s 
 
And,  =  
    =  (126.66) 
             = 20.77 m/s 
 
5) Disc initial angular acceleration 
 =  
 
=  
   
           = -20.87 rad/  
And,  =  
                  =  (-20.87) 
                  = - 3.423  
 
6) Initial angular velocity of next pad rotational: 
 =  + 2  θ 
θ =   =  
            = 1.0471 
 =  
      = 126.48 rad/s 
 
7) Time interval between 2 pad rotational positions: 
= +   t 
∆ t =  
     = 
–
 






8) Heat energy absorbed by the disc brake: 
- 95 % of heat absorbed by disc and 5% by pad 
- Load, m = 263.25 kg 
-  = 41.67 m/s 
-  =   
     = 0.329 m x 126.48 rad/s 
     = 41.612 m/s 
∆Q = 0.95 (Kinetic energy) 
      = 0.95 [  x m x ( )] 
      = 0.95 [  x 263.25 x ( )] 
      = 604.0 Joule 
 
9) Heat flux at contact area (heat transfer per unit area): 
Heat flux,  =  =  
      =  
















Appendix C. Disc Brake Kinetic Calculations 
 



















0 0 0 126.660 41.671 0 0 0 
1 0.00827 0.00827 126.487 41.614 591.6105 591.6105 9226731.626 
2 0.00828 0.01656 126.314 41.557 591.6105 1183.2210 9214136.284 
3 0.00830 0.02485 126.141 41.500 591.6105 1774.8315 9201523.7 
4 0.00831 0.03316 125.968 41.443 591.6105 2366.4419 9188893.805 
5 0.00832 0.04148 125.794 41.386 591.6105 2958.0524 9176246.526 
6 0.00833 0.04981 125.620 41.329 591.6105 3549.6629 9163581.792 
7 0.00834 0.05815 125.446 41.272 591.6105 4141.2734 9150899.53 
8 0.00835 0.06651 125.272 41.214 591.6105 4732.8839 9138199.668 
9 0.00837 0.07487 125.097 41.157 591.6105 5324.4944 9125482.131 
10 0.00838 0.08325 124.923 41.100 591.6105 5916.1049 9112746.845 
11 0.00839 0.09164 124.748 41.042 591.6105 6507.7154 9099993.737 
12 0.00840 0.10004 124.572 40.984 591.6105 7099.3258 9087222.731 
13 0.00841 0.10845 124.397 40.926 591.6105 7690.9363 9074433.751 
14 0.00842 0.11687 124.221 40.869 591.6105 8282.5468 9061626.722 
15 0.00844 0.12531 124.045 40.811 591.6105 8874.1573 9048801.567 
16 0.00845 0.13376 123.868 40.753 591.6105 9465.7678 9035958.208 
17 0.00846 0.14222 123.692 40.695 591.6105 10057.3783 9023096.569 
18 0.00847 0.15069 123.515 40.636 591.6105 10648.9888 9010216.57 
19 0.00848 0.15918 123.338 40.578 591.6105 11240.5992 8997318.132 
20 0.00850 0.16767 123.161 40.520 591.6105 11832.2097 8984401.178 
21 0.00851 0.17618 122.983 40.461 591.6105 12423.8202 8971465.625 
22 0.00852 0.18470 122.805 40.403 591.6105 13015.4307 8958511.394 
23 0.00853 0.19324 122.627 40.344 591.6105 13607.0412 8945538.404 
24 0.00855 0.20178 122.449 40.286 591.6105 14198.6517 8932546.573 
25 0.00856 0.21034 122.270 40.227 591.6105 14790.2622 8919535.819 
26 0.00857 0.21891 122.091 40.168 591.6105 15381.8727 8906506.058 
27 0.00858 0.22749 121.912 40.109 591.6105 15973.4831 8893457.207 
28 0.00860 0.23609 121.733 40.050 591.6105 16565.0936 8880389.183 
29 0.00861 0.24470 121.553 39.991 591.6105 17156.7041 8867301.899 
30 0.00862 0.25332 121.373 39.932 591.6105 17748.3146 8854195.272 
31 0.00863 0.26196 121.193 39.872 591.6105 18339.9251 8841069.214 
32 0.00865 0.27060 121.013 39.813 591.6105 18931.5356 8827923.639 
33 0.00866 0.27926 120.832 39.754 591.6105 19523.1461 8814758.46 
34 0.00867 0.28794 120.651 39.694 591.6105 20114.7566 8801573.589 
35 0.00869 0.29662 120.470 39.634 591.6105 20706.3670 8788368.937 
36 0.00870 0.27926 120.288 39.575 591.6105 19523.1461 8775144.415 
37 0.00871 0.31403 120.106 39.515 591.6105 21889.5880 8761899.933 
38 0.00873 0.32276 119.924 39.455 591.6105 22481.1985 8748635.4 
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39 0.00874 0.33150 119.742 39.395 591.6105 23072.8090 8735350.725 
40 0.00875 0.34025 119.559 39.335 591.6105 23664.4195 8722045.816 
41 0.00877 0.34902 119.376 39.275 591.6105 24256.0300 8708720.58 
42 0.00878 0.35779 119.193 39.214 591.6105 24847.6404 8695374.924 
43 0.00879 0.36659 119.009 39.154 591.6105 25439.2509 8682008.753 
44 0.00881 0.37539 118.826 39.094 591.6105 26030.8614 8668621.973 
45 0.00882 0.38421 118.641 39.033 591.6105 26622.4719 8655214.488 
46 0.00883 0.39305 118.457 38.972 591.6105 27214.0824 8641786.202 
47 0.00885 0.40189 118.272 38.912 591.6105 27805.6929 8628337.017 
48 0.00886 0.41075 118.088 38.851 591.6105 28397.3034 8614866.836 
49 0.00887 0.41963 117.902 38.790 591.6105 28988.9139 8601375.56 
50 0.00889 0.42852 117.717 38.729 591.6105 29580.5243 8587863.09 
51 0.00890 0.43742 117.531 38.668 591.6105 30172.1348 8574329.324 
52 0.00892 0.44634 117.345 38.606 591.6105 30763.7453 8560774.164 
53 0.00893 0.45527 117.159 38.545 591.6105 31355.3558 8547197.505 
54 0.00895 0.46422 116.972 38.484 591.6105 31946.9663 8533599.247 
55 0.00896 0.47317 116.785 38.422 591.6105 32538.5768 8519979.286 
56 0.00897 0.48215 116.598 38.361 591.6105 33130.1873 8506337.516 
57 0.00899 0.49114 116.410 38.299 591.6105 33721.7977 8492673.834 
58 0.00900 0.50014 116.222 38.237 591.6105 34313.4082 8478988.133 
59 0.00902 0.50916 116.034 38.175 591.6105 34905.0187 8465280.307 
60 0.00903 0.51819 115.845 38.113 591.6105 35496.6292 8451550.247 
61 0.00905 0.52724 115.657 38.051 591.6105 36088.2397 8437797.846 
62 0.00906 0.53630 115.467 37.989 591.6105 36679.8502 8424022.994 
63 0.00908 0.54538 115.278 37.926 591.6105 37271.4607 8410225.58 
64 0.00909 0.55447 115.088 37.864 591.6105 37863.0712 8396405.493 
65 0.00911 0.56357 114.898 37.802 591.6105 38454.6816 8382562.622 
66 0.00912 0.57270 114.708 37.739 591.6105 39046.2921 8368696.853 
67 0.00914 0.58183 114.517 37.676 591.6105 39637.9026 8354808.072 
68 0.00915 0.59099 114.326 37.613 591.6105 40229.5131 8340896.164 
69 0.00917 0.60015 114.135 37.550 591.6105 40821.1236 8326961.014 
70 0.00918 0.60934 113.943 37.487 591.6105 41412.7341 8313002.503 
71 0.00920 0.61853 113.751 37.424 591.6105 42004.3446 8299020.516 
72 0.00921 0.62775 113.559 37.361 591.6105 42595.9551 8285014.931 
73 0.00923 0.63698 113.366 37.298 591.6105 43187.5655 8270985.631 
74 0.00925 0.64622 113.173 37.234 591.6105 43779.1760 8256932.494 
75 0.00926 0.65548 112.980 37.170 591.6105 44370.7865 8242855.397 
76 0.00928 0.66476 112.786 37.107 591.6105 44962.3970 8228754.219 
77 0.00929 0.67405 112.593 37.043 591.6105 45554.0075 8214628.834 
78 0.00931 0.68336 112.398 36.979 591.6105 46145.6180 8200479.118 
79 0.00932 0.69269 112.204 36.915 591.6105 46737.2285 8186304.945 
80 0.00934 0.70203 112.009 36.851 591.6105 47328.8389 8172106.188 
81 0.00936 0.71139 111.813 36.787 591.6105 47920.4494 8157882.718 
82 0.00937 0.72076 111.618 36.722 591.6105 48512.0599 8143634.405 
83 0.00939 0.73015 111.422 36.658 591.6105 49103.6704 8129361.119 
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84 0.00941 0.73956 111.225 36.593 591.6105 49695.2809 8115062.728 
85 0.00942 0.74898 111.029 36.528 591.6105 50286.8914 8100739.1 
86 0.00944 0.75842 110.832 36.464 591.6105 50878.5019 8086390.1 
87 0.00946 0.76788 110.634 36.399 591.6105 51470.1124 8072015.592 
88 0.00947 0.77735 110.437 36.334 591.6105 52061.7228 8057615.441 
89 0.00949 0.78684 110.239 36.269 591.6105 52653.3333 8043189.509 
90 0.00951 0.79635 110.040 36.203 591.6105 53244.9438 8028737.656 
91 0.00953 0.80587 109.841 36.138 591.6105 53836.5543 8014259.743 
92 0.00954 0.81542 109.642 36.072 591.6105 54428.1648 7999755.627 
93 0.00956 0.82498 109.443 36.007 591.6105 55019.7753 7985225.167 
94 0.00958 0.83455 109.243 35.941 591.6105 55611.3858 7970668.218 
95 0.00959 0.84415 109.043 35.875 591.6105 56202.9962 7956084.634 
96 0.00961 0.85376 108.842 35.809 591.6105 56794.6067 7941474.269 
97 0.00963 0.86339 108.641 35.743 591.6105 57386.2172 7926836.975 
98 0.00965 0.87304 108.440 35.677 591.6105 57977.8277 7912172.603 
99 0.00967 0.88271 108.238 35.610 591.6105 58569.4382 7897481.001 
100 0.00968 0.89239 108.036 35.544 591.6105 59161.0487 7882762.017 
101 0.00970 0.90209 107.833 35.477 591.6105 59752.6592 7868015.498 
102 0.00972 0.91181 107.630 35.410 591.6105 60344.2697 7853241.289 
103 0.00974 0.92155 107.427 35.344 591.6105 60935.8801 7838439.232 
104 0.00976 0.93131 107.224 35.277 591.6105 61527.4906 7823609.17 
105 0.00978 0.94108 107.020 35.209 591.6105 62119.1011 7808750.944 
106 0.00979 0.95088 106.815 35.142 591.6105 62710.7116 7793864.391 
107 0.00981 0.96069 106.610 35.075 591.6105 63302.3221 7778949.351 
108 0.00983 0.97052 106.405 35.007 591.6105 63893.9326 7764005.657 
109 0.00985 0.98037 106.200 34.940 591.6105 64485.5431 7749033.146 
110 0.00987 0.99024 105.994 34.872 591.6105 65077.1536 7734031.648 
111 0.00989 1.00013 105.787 34.804 591.6105 65668.7640 7719000.996 
112 0.00991 1.01004 105.580 34.736 591.6105 66260.3745 7703941.019 
113 0.00993 1.01997 105.373 34.668 591.6105 66851.9850 7688851.544 
114 0.00995 1.02992 105.166 34.599 591.6105 67443.5955 7673732.397 
115 0.00997 1.03989 104.958 34.531 591.6105 68035.2060 7658583.402 
116 0.00999 1.04987 104.749 34.462 591.6105 68626.8165 7643404.383 
117 0.01001 1.05988 104.540 34.394 591.6105 69218.4270 7628195.16 
118 0.01003 1.06991 104.331 34.325 591.6105 69810.0374 7612955.551 
119 0.01005 1.07996 104.121 34.256 591.6105 70401.6479 7597685.375 
120 0.01007 1.09002 103.911 34.187 591.6105 70993.2584 7582384.446 
121 0.01009 1.10011 103.701 34.118 591.6105 71584.8689 7567052.577 
122 0.01011 1.11022 103.490 34.048 591.6105 72176.4794 7551689.581 
123 0.01013 1.12035 103.278 33.979 591.6105 72768.0899 7536295.267 
124 0.01015 1.13050 103.066 33.909 591.6105 73359.7004 7520869.442 
125 0.01017 1.14067 102.854 33.839 591.6105 73951.3109 7505411.913 
126 0.01019 1.15086 102.642 33.769 591.6105 74542.9213 7489922.483 
127 0.01021 1.16108 102.428 33.699 591.6105 75134.5318 7474400.953 
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128 0.01023 1.17131 102.215 33.629 591.6105 75726.1423 7458847.124 
129 0.01026 1.18157 102.001 33.558 591.6105 76317.7528 7443260.793 
130 0.01028 1.19184 101.786 33.488 591.6105 76909.3633 7427641.755 
131 0.01030 1.20214 101.571 33.417 591.6105 77500.9738 7411989.803 
132 0.01032 1.21246 101.356 33.346 591.6105 78092.5843 7396304.729 
133 0.01034 1.22281 101.140 33.275 591.6105 78684.1947 7380586.321 
134 0.01037 1.23317 100.924 33.204 591.6105 79275.8052 7364834.366 
135 0.01039 1.24356 100.707 33.133 591.6105 79867.4157 7349048.648 
136 0.01041 1.25397 100.490 33.061 591.6105 80459.0262 7333228.95 
137 0.01043 1.26440 100.272 32.989 591.6105 81050.6367 7317375.05 
138 0.01045 1.27486 100.054 32.918 591.6105 81642.2472 7301486.726 
139 0.01048 1.28533 99.835 32.846 591.6105 82233.8577 7285563.753 
140 0.01050 1.29583 99.616 32.774 591.6105 82825.4682 7269605.902 
141 0.01052 1.30636 99.396 32.701 591.6105 83417.0786 7253612.945 
142 0.01055 1.31690 99.176 32.629 591.6105 84008.6891 7237584.648 
143 0.01057 1.32748 98.956 32.556 591.6105 84600.2996 7221520.775 
144 0.01059 1.33807 98.734 32.484 591.6105 85191.9101 7205421.09 
145 0.01062 1.34869 98.513 32.411 591.6105 85783.5206 7189285.351 
146 0.01064 1.35933 98.291 32.338 591.6105 86375.1311 7173113.314 
147 0.01067 1.37000 98.068 32.264 591.6105 86966.7416 7156904.735 
148 0.01069 1.38069 97.845 32.191 591.6105 87558.3521 7140659.364 
149 0.01071 1.39140 97.621 32.117 591.6105 88149.9625 7124376.949 
150 0.01074 1.40214 97.397 32.044 591.6105 88741.5730 7108057.236 
151 0.01076 1.41291 97.173 31.970 591.6105 89333.1835 7091699.967 
152 0.01079 1.42369 96.947 31.896 591.6105 89924.7940 7075304.882 
153 0.01081 1.43451 96.722 31.821 591.6105 90516.4045 7058871.717 
154 0.01084 1.44535 96.496 31.747 591.6105 91108.0150 7042400.206 
155 0.01087 1.45621 96.269 31.672 591.6105 91699.6255 7025890.079 
156 0.01089 1.46710 96.042 31.598 591.6105 92291.2359 7009341.064 
157 0.01092 1.47802 95.814 31.523 591.6105 92882.8464 6992752.883 
158 0.01094 1.48896 95.585 31.448 591.6105 93474.4569 6976125.258 
159 0.01097 1.49993 95.356 31.372 591.6105 94066.0674 6959457.906 
160 0.01100 1.51093 95.127 31.297 591.6105 94657.6779 6942750.541 
161 0.01102 1.52195 94.897 31.221 591.6105 95249.2884 6926002.873 
162 0.01105 1.53300 94.666 31.145 591.6105 95840.8989 6909214.609 
163 0.01108 1.54407 94.435 31.069 591.6105 96432.5094 6892385.453 
164 0.01110 1.55518 94.203 30.993 591.6105 97024.1198 6875515.104 
165 0.01113 1.56631 93.971 30.917 591.6105 97615.7303 6858603.259 
166 0.01116 1.57746 93.738 30.840 591.6105 98207.3408 6841649.609 
167 0.01119 1.58865 93.505 30.763 591.6105 98798.9513 6824653.843 
168 0.01121 1.59986 93.271 30.686 591.6105 99390.5618 6807615.645 
169 0.01124 1.61110 93.036 30.609 591.6105 99982.1723 6790534.697 
170 0.01127 1.62237 92.801 30.532 591.6105 100573.7828 6773410.674 
171 0.01130 1.63367 92.565 30.454 591.6105 101165.3932 6756243.249 
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172 0.01133 1.64500 92.329 30.376 591.6105 101757.0037 6739032.092 
173 0.01136 1.65636 92.092 30.298 591.6105 102348.6142 6721776.864 
174 0.01139 1.66774 91.854 30.220 591.6105 102940.2247 6704477.227 
175 0.01142 1.67916 91.616 30.142 591.6105 103531.8352 6687132.836 
176 0.01145 1.69060 91.377 30.063 591.6105 104123.4457 6669743.341 
177 0.01148 1.70208 91.138 29.984 591.6105 104715.0562 6652308.388 
178 0.01151 1.71358 90.897 29.905 591.6105 105306.6667 6634827.621 
179 0.01154 1.72512 90.657 29.826 591.6105 105898.2771 6617300.674 
180 0.01157 1.73669 90.415 29.747 591.6105 106489.8876 6599727.181 
181 0.01160 1.74829 90.173 29.667 591.6105 107081.4981 6582106.768 
182 0.01163 1.75991 89.931 29.587 591.6105 107673.1086 6564439.059 
183 0.01166 1.77157 89.687 29.507 591.6105 108264.7191 6546723.668 
184 0.01169 1.78327 89.443 29.427 591.6105 108856.3296 6528960.21 
185 0.01172 1.79499 89.199 29.346 591.6105 109447.9401 6511148.29 
186 0.01176 1.80675 88.953 29.266 591.6105 110039.5506 6493287.509 
187 0.01179 1.81854 88.707 29.185 591.6105 110631.1610 6475377.464 
188 0.01182 1.83036 88.460 29.103 591.6105 111222.7715 6457417.743 
189 0.01185 1.84221 88.213 29.022 591.6105 111814.3820 6439407.933 
190 0.01189 1.85410 87.965 28.940 591.6105 112405.9925 6421347.61 
191 0.01192 1.86602 87.716 28.859 591.6105 112997.6030 6403236.348 
192 0.01196 1.87798 87.467 28.777 591.6105 113589.2135 6385073.713 
193 0.01199 1.88997 87.216 28.694 591.6105 114180.8240 6366859.266 
194 0.01202 1.90199 86.965 28.612 591.6105 114772.4344 6348592.56 
195 0.01206 1.91405 86.714 28.529 591.6105 115364.0449 6330273.143 
196 0.01209 1.92614 86.461 28.446 591.6105 115955.6554 6311900.557 
197 0.01213 1.93827 86.208 28.363 591.6105 116547.2659 6293474.335 
198 0.01217 1.95044 85.954 28.279 591.6105 117138.8764 6274994.005 
199 0.01220 1.96264 85.700 28.195 591.6105 117730.4869 6256459.088 
200 0.01224 1.97488 85.444 28.111 591.6105 118322.0974 6237869.097 
201 0.01227 1.98715 85.188 28.027 591.6105 118913.7079 6219223.538 
202 0.01231 1.99946 84.931 27.942 591.6105 119505.3183 6200521.909 
203 0.01235 2.01181 84.673 27.858 591.6105 120096.9288 6181763.703 
204 0.01239 2.02420 84.415 27.773 591.6105 120688.5393 6162948.401 
205 0.01242 2.03662 84.156 27.687 591.6105 121280.1498 6144075.481 
206 0.01246 2.04909 83.896 27.602 591.6105 121871.7603 6125144.408 
207 0.01250 2.06159 83.635 27.516 591.6105 122463.3708 6106154.643 
208 0.01254 2.07413 83.373 27.430 591.6105 123054.9813 6087105.636 
209 0.01258 2.08671 83.110 27.343 591.6105 123646.5917 6067996.828 
210 0.01262 2.09933 82.847 27.257 591.6105 124238.2022 6048827.654 
211 0.01266 2.11199 82.583 27.170 591.6105 124829.8127 6029597.538 
212 0.01270 2.12469 82.318 27.083 591.6105 125421.4232 6010305.893 
213 0.01274 2.13743 82.052 26.995 591.6105 126013.0337 5990952.127 
214 0.01278 2.15022 81.785 26.907 591.6105 126604.6442 5971535.635 
215 0.01283 2.16304 81.517 26.819 591.6105 127196.2547 5952055.803 
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216 0.01287 2.17591 81.249 26.731 591.6105 127787.8652 5932512.007 
217 0.01291 2.18882 80.979 26.642 591.6105 128379.4756 5912903.614 
218 0.01295 2.20177 80.709 26.553 591.6105 128971.0861 5893229.977 
219 0.01300 2.21477 80.438 26.464 591.6105 129562.6966 5873490.442 
220 0.01304 2.22781 80.166 26.374 591.6105 130154.3071 5853684.341 
221 0.01309 2.24089 79.893 26.285 591.6105 130745.9176 5833810.998 
222 0.01313 2.25402 79.619 26.194 591.6105 131337.5281 5813869.722 
223 0.01318 2.26720 79.344 26.104 591.6105 131929.1386 5793859.811 
224 0.01322 2.28042 79.068 26.013 591.6105 132520.7490 5773780.553 
225 0.01327 2.29369 78.791 25.922 591.6105 133112.3595 5753631.221 
226 0.01331 2.30700 78.513 25.831 591.6105 133703.9700 5733411.076 
227 0.01336 2.32036 78.234 25.739 591.6105 134295.5805 5713119.367 
228 0.01341 2.33377 77.954 25.647 591.6105 134887.1910 5692755.328 
229 0.01346 2.34723 77.673 25.555 591.6105 135478.8015 5672318.18 
230 0.01351 2.36074 77.391 25.462 591.6105 136070.4120 5651807.13 
231 0.01356 2.37429 77.108 25.369 591.6105 136662.0225 5631221.371 
232 0.01361 2.38790 76.825 25.275 591.6105 137253.6329 5610560.079 
233 0.01366 2.40156 76.540 25.181 591.6105 137845.2434 5589822.419 
234 0.01371 2.41526 76.253 25.087 591.6105 138436.8539 5569007.535 
235 0.01376 2.42902 75.966 24.993 591.6105 139028.4644 5548114.56 
236 0.01381 2.44283 75.678 24.898 591.6105 139620.0749 5527142.607 
237 0.01386 2.45670 75.389 24.803 591.6105 140211.6854 5506090.774 
238 0.01392 2.47062 75.098 24.707 591.6105 140803.2959 5484958.142 
239 0.01397 2.48459 74.807 24.611 591.6105 141394.9064 5463743.772 
240 0.01403 2.49861 74.514 24.515 591.6105 141986.5168 5442446.709 
241 0.01408 2.51270 74.220 24.418 591.6105 142578.1273 5421065.979 
242 0.01414 2.52683 73.925 24.321 591.6105 143169.7378 5399600.587 
243 0.01419 2.54103 73.629 24.224 591.6105 143761.3483 5378049.519 
244 0.01425 2.55528 73.331 24.126 591.6105 144352.9588 5356411.742 
245 0.01431 2.56959 73.033 24.028 591.6105 144944.5693 5334686.2 
246 0.01437 2.58396 72.733 23.929 591.6105 145536.1798 5312871.816 
247 0.01443 2.59838 72.432 23.830 591.6105 146127.7902 5290967.493 
248 0.01449 2.61287 72.129 23.731 591.6105 146719.4007 5268972.107 
249 0.01455 2.62742 71.826 23.631 591.6105 147311.0112 5246884.514 
250 0.01461 2.64203 71.521 23.530 591.6105 147902.6217 5224703.544 
251 0.01467 2.65671 71.215 23.430 591.6105 148494.2322 5202428.003 
252 0.01474 2.67144 70.907 23.328 591.6105 149085.8427 5180056.67 
253 0.01480 2.68624 70.598 23.227 591.6105 149677.4532 5157588.3 
254 0.01487 2.70111 70.288 23.125 591.6105 150269.0637 5135021.618 
255 0.01493 2.71604 69.976 23.022 591.6105 150860.6741 5112355.323 
256 0.01500 2.73104 69.663 22.919 591.6105 151452.2846 5089588.083 
257 0.01507 2.74611 69.349 22.816 591.6105 152043.8951 5066718.537 
258 0.01513 2.76124 69.033 22.712 591.6105 152635.5056 5043745.295 
259 0.01520 2.77645 68.716 22.607 591.6105 153227.1161 5020666.932 
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260 0.01528 2.79172 68.397 22.503 591.6105 153818.7266 4997481.992 
261 0.01535 2.80707 68.077 22.397 591.6105 154410.3371 4974188.984 
262 0.01542 2.82249 67.755 22.291 591.6105 155001.9475 4950786.384 
263 0.01549 2.83798 67.431 22.185 591.6105 155593.5580 4927272.63 
264 0.01557 2.85355 67.106 22.078 591.6105 156185.1685 4903646.122 
265 0.01564 2.86919 66.780 21.971 591.6105 156776.7790 4879905.223 
266 0.01572 2.88491 66.452 21.863 591.6105 157368.3895 4856048.255 
267 0.01580 2.90071 66.122 21.754 591.6105 157960.0000 4832073.498 
268 0.01588 2.91658 65.791 21.645 591.6105 158551.6105 4807979.191 
269 0.01596 2.93254 65.458 21.536 591.6105 159143.2210 4783763.528 
270 0.01604 2.94858 65.123 21.426 591.6105 159734.8314 4759424.654 
271 0.01612 2.96470 64.787 21.315 591.6105 160326.4419 4734960.671 
272 0.01621 2.98091 64.448 21.204 591.6105 160918.0524 4710369.63 
273 0.01629 2.99720 64.108 21.092 591.6105 161509.6629 4685649.528 
274 0.01638 3.01358 63.767 20.979 591.6105 162101.2734 4660798.314 
275 0.01647 3.03005 63.423 20.866 591.6105 162692.8839 4635813.878 
276 0.01656 3.04660 63.077 20.752 591.6105 163284.4944 4610694.054 
277 0.01665 3.06325 62.730 20.638 591.6105 163876.1049 4585436.617 
278 0.01674 3.07999 62.381 20.523 591.6105 164467.7153 4560039.28 
279 0.01683 3.09682 62.029 20.408 591.6105 165059.3258 4534499.693 
280 0.01693 3.11376 61.676 20.291 591.6105 165650.9363 4508815.438 
281 0.01703 3.13078 61.321 20.174 591.6105 166242.5468 4482984.029 
282 0.01713 3.14791 60.963 20.057 591.6105 166834.1573 4457002.906 
283 0.01723 3.16514 60.604 19.939 591.6105 167425.7678 4430869.436 
284 0.01733 3.18247 60.242 19.820 591.6105 168017.3783 4404580.907 
285 0.01744 3.19991 59.878 19.700 591.6105 168608.9887 4378134.525 
286 0.01754 3.21745 59.512 19.579 591.6105 169200.5992 4351527.413 
287 0.01765 3.23510 59.143 19.458 591.6105 169792.2097 4324756.603 
288 0.01776 3.25286 58.773 19.336 591.6105 170383.8202 4297819.036 
289 0.01787 3.27074 58.400 19.214 591.6105 170975.4307 4270711.558 
290 0.01799 3.28873 58.024 19.090 591.6105 171567.0412 4243430.91 
291 0.01811 3.30683 57.646 18.966 591.6105 172158.6517 4215973.731 
292 0.01823 3.32506 57.266 18.841 591.6105 172750.2622 4188336.549 
293 0.01835 3.34341 56.883 18.715 591.6105 173341.8726 4160515.778 
294 0.01847 3.36188 56.498 18.588 591.6105 173933.4831 4132507.707 
295 0.01860 3.38048 56.109 18.460 591.6105 174525.0936 4104308.503 
296 0.01873 3.39921 55.719 18.331 591.6105 175116.7041 4075914.198 
297 0.01886 3.41807 55.325 18.202 591.6105 175708.3146 4047320.686 
298 0.01900 3.43706 54.928 18.071 591.6105 176299.9251 4018523.714 
299 0.01913 3.45620 54.529 17.940 591.6105 176891.5356 3989518.875 
300 0.01928 3.47547 54.127 17.808 591.6105 177483.1460 3960301.602 
301 0.01942 3.49489 53.722 17.674 591.6105 178074.7565 3930867.157 
302 0.01957 3.51446 53.313 17.540 591.6105 178666.3670 3901210.625 
303 0.01972 3.53418 52.902 17.405 591.6105 179257.9775 3871326.9 
304 0.01987 3.55405 52.487 17.268 591.6105 179849.5880 3841210.68 
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305 0.02003 3.57408 52.069 17.131 591.6105 180441.1985 3810856.452 
306 0.02019 3.59428 51.647 16.992 591.6105 181032.8090 3780258.482 
307 0.02036 3.61464 51.223 16.852 591.6105 181624.4195 3749410.801 
308 0.02053 3.63517 50.794 16.711 591.6105 182216.0299 3718307.193 
309 0.02070 3.65587 50.362 16.569 591.6105 182807.6404 3686941.182 
310 0.02088 3.67676 49.926 16.426 591.6105 183399.2509 3655306.01 
311 0.02107 3.69782 49.486 16.281 591.6105 183990.8614 3623394.628 
312 0.02126 3.71908 49.043 16.135 591.6105 184582.4719 3591199.669 
313 0.02145 3.74053 48.595 15.988 591.6105 185174.0824 3558713.438 
314 0.02165 3.76218 48.143 15.839 591.6105 185765.6929 3525927.881 
315 0.02186 3.78404 47.687 15.689 591.6105 186357.3034 3492834.568 
316 0.02207 3.80610 47.227 15.538 591.6105 186948.9138 3459424.666 
317 0.02228 3.82839 46.762 15.385 591.6105 187540.5243 3425688.909 
318 0.02251 3.85089 46.292 15.230 591.6105 188132.1348 3391617.573 
319 0.02274 3.87363 45.817 15.074 591.6105 188723.7453 3357200.439 
320 0.02298 3.89661 45.338 14.916 591.6105 189315.3558 3322426.756 
321 0.02322 3.91983 44.853 14.757 591.6105 189906.9663 3287285.21 
322 0.02348 3.94331 44.363 14.595 591.6105 190498.5768 3251763.869 
323 0.02374 3.96704 43.868 14.433 591.6105 191090.1872 3215850.145 
324 0.02401 3.99105 43.367 14.268 591.6105 191681.7977 3179530.74 
325 0.02429 4.01534 42.860 14.101 591.6105 192273.4082 3142791.585 
326 0.02458 4.03992 42.347 13.932 591.6105 192865.0187 3105617.779 
327 0.02488 4.06480 41.828 13.761 591.6105 193456.6292 3067993.518 
328 0.02519 4.09000 41.302 13.588 591.6105 194048.2397 3029902.015 
329 0.02552 4.11552 40.769 13.413 591.6105 194639.8502 2991325.417 
330 0.02586 4.14137 40.230 13.236 591.6105 195231.4607 2952244.7 
331 0.02621 4.16758 39.683 13.056 591.6105 195823.0711 2912639.566 
332 0.02658 4.19416 39.128 12.873 591.6105 196414.6816 2872488.314 
333 0.02696 4.22112 38.565 12.688 591.6105 197006.2921 2831767.706 
334 0.02736 4.24847 37.994 12.500 591.6105 197597.9026 2790452.805 
335 0.02777 4.27625 37.415 12.309 591.6105 198189.5131 2748516.801 
336 0.02821 4.30446 36.826 12.116 591.6105 198781.1236 2705930.803 
337 0.02867 4.33313 36.228 11.919 591.6105 199372.7341 2662663.607 
338 0.02915 4.36228 35.619 11.719 591.6105 199964.3445 2618681.431 
339 0.02966 4.39193 35.000 11.515 591.6105 200555.9550 2573947.602 
340 0.03019 4.42213 34.370 11.308 591.6105 201147.5655 2528422.202 
341 0.03076 4.45288 33.728 11.097 591.6105 201739.1760 2482061.644 
342 0.03135 4.48423 33.074 10.881 591.6105 202330.7865 2434818.191 
343 0.03199 4.51622 32.407 10.662 591.6105 202922.3970 2386639.372 
344 0.03266 4.54888 31.725 10.438 591.6105 203514.0075 2337467.301 
345 0.03338 4.58225 31.028 10.208 591.6105 204105.6180 2287237.864 
346 0.03414 4.61639 30.316 9.974 591.6105 204697.2284 2235879.728 
347 0.03496 4.65136 29.586 9.734 591.6105 205288.8389 2183313.159 



















349 0.03680 4.72401 28.070 9.235 591.6105 206472.0599 2074184.68 
350 0.03784 4.76185 27.280 8.975 591.6105 207063.6704 2017406.358 
351 0.03897 4.80082 26.467 8.708 591.6105 207655.2809 1958981.706 
352 0.04020 4.84102 25.628 8.432 591.6105 208246.8914 1898758.48 
353 0.04157 4.88258 24.760 8.146 591.6105 208838.5019 1836559.394 
354 0.04308 4.92566 23.861 7.850 591.6105 209430.1123 1772175.927 
355 0.04476 4.97042 22.927 7.543 591.6105 210021.7228 1705360.021 
356 0.04667 5.01709 21.953 7.223 591.6105 210613.3333 1635812.699 
357 0.04883 5.06592 20.934 6.887 591.6105 211204.9438 1563168.068 
358 0.05134 5.11726 19.863 6.535 591.6105 211796.5543 1486970.216 
359 0.05427 5.17153 18.730 6.162 591.6105 212388.1648 1406638.665 
360 0.05777 5.22930 17.525 5.766 591.6105 212979.7753 1321414.582 
361 0.06205 5.29135 16.230 5.340 591.6105 213571.3857 1230272.675 
362 0.06745 5.35880 14.822 4.876 591.6105 214162.9962 1131767.315 
363 0.07457 5.43336 13.266 4.364 591.6105 214754.6067 1023739.936 
364 0.08457 5.51793 11.501 3.784 591.6105 215346.2172 902692.545 
365 0.10016 5.61808 9.411 3.096 591.6105 215937.8277 762180.1332 
366 0.13003 5.74811 6.697 2.203 591.6105 216529.4382 587087.0576 
367 0.26976 6.01787 1.067 0.351 591.6105 217121.0487 282982.2419 
END       0.000 0.00000     
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Appendix D. C++ Codes for Generation of ANSYS command 
Language 
 












float v=0, u=41.67, a=-6.867, A=0.00775; 
float alpha=-20.87, teta=1.0471; 
float delta_t=0.0, accum_t=0.0; 































































float v=0, u=41.67, a=-6.867, A=0.00775; 
float alpha=-20.87, teta=1.0471; 
float delta_t=0.0, accum_t=0.0; 















































Appendix E. Top View Temperature Distribution 






(a) Time =.51814s (b) Time =1.09s 
(c) Time =1.736s (d) Time =2.498 s 
(e) Time =3.475 s (f) Time =5.99 s 
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(a) Time =.51814s (b) Time =1.09s 
(c) Time =1.736s (d) Time =2.498 s 
(e) Time =3.475 s (f) Time =5.99 s 
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Appendix F. Top View Von Mises Thermal Stress Distribution 





(a) Time =.51814s (b) Time =1.09s 
(c) Time =1.736s (d) Time =2.498 s 
(e) Time =4.2 s (f) Time =5.99 s 
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(a) Time =.51814s (b) Time =1.09s 
(c) Time =1.736s (d) Time =2.498 s 
(e) Time =4.2 s (f) Time =5.99 s 
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No Activities / Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 Selection of project topic               
2 Preliminary Research Work               
3 Familiarization of softwares: CATIA and 
ANSYS 
              
4 Submission of preliminary report               
5 Data gathering and calculation of initial 
input (energy) 
              
6 CAD modeling               
7 Submission of progress report               
8 Seminar               
9 Transferring CAD model to ANSYS and 
creating C++ command text for ANSYS 
for analysis work 
              
10 Simulation on temperature development 
and distribution 
              
11 Submission of interim report final draft               
12 Oral presentation               
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Final Year Project 2 Gantt Chart 
 
 
No Activities / Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 Simulation of thermal stress development 
and distribution 
              
2 Submission of progress report 1               
3 Simulation of thermal stress development 
and distribution continues 
              
4 Submission of progress report 2               
5 Seminar               
6 Review of project objectives and results               
7 Final report preparation               
8 Poster exhibition               
9 Submission of dissertation final draft               
10 Oral presentation               
11 Submission of dissertation (hard bound)               
